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Saccidananda and the Trinity: Hindu-Christian Conversations on the Supreme Reality

Sam Thompson

Abstract: In a religiously plural world, building bridges with our neighbors belonging to different faiths is a desirable task. Such an effort often requires us to make an earnest effort to understand our neighbor’s worldview and religious faith. To a Lutheran whose worldview shaped by Luther’s two realm perspective, such knowledge is beneficial in living out our calling in both realms of life. The effort taken in this essay is to explore into the Hindu understanding of God as Saccidananda in relation to the Christian understanding of God as Trinity. This essay suggests that, although both those concepts of supreme reality emerge to be fundamentally different, they could provide a common ground for a Hindu and a Christian to engage in conversation.

Introduction

The role of dialogue and conversation across religious boundaries is vital in a religiously plural world. A better understanding about each other’s religious thought is no doubt helpful in engaging one’s neighbor. To a Christian whose worldview is enriched with Luther’s theology of two realms, an understanding about neighbor’s faith finds distinctive purpose in each realm of life. Two-realm theology affirms a Christian’s existence in two respective realms of life, not separate but distinct. The concerns of each realm, though distinct, find their purpose and cohesion under one God, who is the Lord and sustainer of both realms of life. The right hand realm, concerned with God’s salvific purpose, finds a Christian concerned with evangelism and sharing of the Gospel in an intelligible way to one’s neighbor. In a religiously plural world, a basic understanding about our neighbor’s religious vocabulary and
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God talk will no doubt help us to share meaningfully without confusion or distortion our distinctive way of looking at the ultimate reality. In the left hand realm, we are concerned about the well-being of all in the areas of peace, justice, and common good. This requires people coming together beyond religious and cultural boundaries to find better ways to organize their collective existence under law in the temporal realm of life. However, ethical teachings of different religions do offer some positive value in ordering the moral lives of people. In this regard, understanding each other’s faith in relation to one’s own is a beneficial task to undertake. This effort would provide a window into our neighbor’s religious world which shapes his moral thinking.

In continuation with this rationale, the purpose of this paper is to undertake a brief conversation with the Hindu concept of Supreme reality as Saccidananda (Being, Consciousness, Bliss) and the Christian understanding of God as Trinity. Do these differently named concepts point towards the same understanding of God, or are they fundamentally different? What are some of the points of continuity and discontinuity? For our purpose, the Christian understanding of the Triune God, as articulated in classical Christianity, and the Hindu understanding of Saccidananda in classical/philosophical Hinduism, as found in the Upanishads and interpreted by Sankara are employed. The main thesis of this paper is that the Trinitarian doctrine present in Christian tradition and the Hindu understanding of Supreme reality seem to bear some similarities, but they are to be understood differently.

Hindu Understanding of the Supreme Reality: The Saccidananda

In Hinduism, the Upanishads name the supreme reality as Brahman. According to Sankara, Brahman cannot be correctly described as this or that; thus, it is often described more as neti neti meaning “not this, not this.” Therefore, this absolute unitary being in the Upanishads is mainly described in negative or apophatic terms. Brahman is described as infinite and limitless. As a being infinite and temporal, spatial limitation does not apply to Brahman. The supreme reality is therefore ageless and deathless. Thus, this unitary being is believed to be incorporeal and incomprehensible. Brahman is also thought to be a conscious principle. The supreme reality is understood to be stable among the stable, “unmoving, the one swifter than the mind,” best, all-knowing, all-wise, the blissful, without equal or superior, immutable and steadfast. Brahman is free from all evil, ageless, deathless,
hungerless, thirstless, and does not experience any emotions, such as sorrow, suffering, and pain. In other words, the Upanishads teach Brahman to be beyond the experience of the temporal world and unrelated to all empirical experiences. Sankara teaches that the real Brahman, who is attributeless and formless (Nirguna Brahman), has a triune nature. This triune innermost mystery of Brahman could be best described by the Sanskrit word, “Saccidananda” (merging sat—infinite truth + cit—infinite consciousness + ananda—infinite bliss). It is regarded as the highest point reached by natural reason in classical Hinduism in search for an understanding of the real Brahman.

**Sat** as being points towards the “is-ness” of God. All that we can say about God is that “He is” because He simply “is.” The **Sat** is also satyam, which means truth. Thus, **Sat** expresses the fact that Brahman alone is the true real being. Apart from Brahman there is nothing that is true or real. Thus, Brahman is the sole reality, and nothing beside the absolute reality exists. **Cit** is the pure consciousness or the self-awareness of the supreme being. **Cit** is not the attribute of **Sat**; it actually is in itself **Sat**. Thus, “In Being’s presence to itself, I am present to myself, aware of myself; there I am, and I am aware that I am.” **Cit** is also understood to be pure knowledge, wisdom or intelligence. Thus, Brahman, being the supreme being, is absolute knowledge. He is not the knower, but the knowing; not the cognizer, but the cognition; otherwise it would involve objects of cognition and duality. **Ananda** is the infinite bliss or the pure joy. It is a true joy and peace, complete felicity, which cannot be impaired by the passage of time and is in itself without end. It is bliss without the fruition of happiness. Negatively, Brahman’s bliss means being free from mutations and from the world of birth, suffering, and death. To conclude, the doctrine of Saccidananda points towards the Brahman, who is “pure life (with nothing to live for), pure thought (with nothing to think about), and pure joy (with nothing to rejoice about).” This trilogy of attributes—Being, Consciousness and Bliss—leaves Brahman undefined and without attributes.

The impassible transcendent nature of Brahman does not mean that supreme reality is not relational, distant, and far. Robin Boyd points out that in the doctrine of Saccidananda the unity of Godhead as one is preserved; yet it takes the “the supreme felicity of self-colloquy” into the Godhead. Thus Brahman as Sat-Cit-Ananda points towards a relational being, which may be “unrelated without” but certainly is “related within.” Philosophical Hinduism also affirms that in various ways the supreme being is immanent yet distinct in relation to its creation. In this regard, Sankara understands the presence of Brahman to the world and life as their soul or true self. Thus, there is no real soul for a human being, and one’s real self is the Brahman. Once a person realizes that his real self is Brahman, he will be liberated from this world of flux and change and return to be one with Brahman.
To conclude this part of the discussion, classical Hinduism talks about a supreme unitary being called Brahman, who is impassible, distinct, and different from its creation. Yet this supreme being in a unique way is related and immanent to its creation. The inner mystery of this unitary being is triune, the Saccidananda.

**The Christian Concept of the Triune God: The Trinity**

The doctrine of the Trinity affirms its supreme being to be one divine being, or one Godhead, existing in three distinct persons, namely Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Each one of them is a distinct person, but one and only God. There is also no subordination among the persons in the Trinity; thus, God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit are equally eternal, omnipresent, omnipotent, infinitely wise, infinitely holy, infinitely loving, and omniscient.¹⁴

Two important words that would provide much clarity to our discussion concerning the doctrine of Trinity are *ousia* and *hypostatis*. The Greek term “*ousia*” means essence, nature or substance.¹⁵ Robert Preus notes that “*ousia* “used of God signifies the one (in number) and undivided essence common to the Three Persons of the deity which is not partly in the Three Persons in the sense that part is in the Father, part is in the Son and part in the Holy Spirit; but the whole is in the Father, the whole is in the Son and the whole is in the Holy Spirit.”¹⁶ The word “*hypostatis*” means a person. The technical meaning of the word means “a subsisting individual, intelligent (conscious), incommunicable, and not subsisting in another.”¹⁷ When it is applied to the divine persons in the Trinity, three things should be affirmed. (1) A divine person subsists in Himself and not in the subject; (2) a divine person is Himself a centre of consciousness; (3) a divine person is distinguished from another by specific characteristics.¹⁸ To define the Trinity from these key discussions means “The divine essence which is absolutely one and therefore absolutely single is also Three Persons: Father, Son and Holy Spirit-Persons who are distinct from each other, each according to an incommunicable personal characteristic.”¹⁹ Thus, to conclude, “the Father, Son, Holy Spirit are 1) truly such Persons 2) distinct Persons from each other and 3) Divine Persons who are in their essence the one true God.”²⁰ This means that in the Trinity God is not divided into three persons, but the three persons, distinct from each other, participate in the one essence, which is unique and indivisible.²¹
This Triune God is also affirmed to be impassible but having divine emotions. The affirmations of the Church Fathers are very significant in this regard. Irenaeus understands God as the uncreated Creator, who made the heaven and the earth by His own free will. Being the Creator, He transcends all that He makes and thus is ontologically separate from His creation. Thus, unlike creatures, who grow in perfection and suffer desires and passions, God is wholly perfect in Himself and so is immutable and impassible in perfection.22

Similarly, Clement of Alexandria understands God as one indestructible, unbegotten, and with an existence that is true and real. As Creator, God is unborn, immortal, and in need of nothing, for He neither grows or changes. Moreover, He is neither genus, nor difference, nor species, nor individual, nor number. According to Clement, it is difficult to express God, since He is beyond all conception, although we may refer to Him as One Good, or Mind or Absolute Being, or Father or God, or Creator. He also insists that God, unlike human beings, is immutable and impassible.23 But these affirmations do not mean that God does not have emotions. The Fathers understood that God possesses emotion, but in a divine manner, since the nature of man and the nature of God are totally different. God’s emotion is different from man’s emotion. Thus “these sensations in the human being are rendered just as corrupt by the corruptibility of man’s substance, as in God they are rendered incorruptible by the incorruption of the divine essence.”24 Thus God’s impassibility does not prevent Him from being loving and compassionate, but these emotions are totally different from human emotions, since they are divine emotions. Moreover the incorporeality of God and ontological difference of God’s nature makes God’s emotions different from human emotions.25 Thus, classical Christianity understands the Trinity to be impassible but yet personal, loving, compassionate, and having emotions in divine a manner.

Engaging the Hindu Concept of Saccidananda from a Christian Trinitarian Perspective

In the previous two sections, we have discussed the concept of Saccidananda and the Christian perspective of God as Triune. Our discussion suggests that both Christianity and Hinduism seem to talk about God in a triune way. The purpose of this section is to engage, compare, and/or contrast the triune concepts employed in both these traditions. In doing so, I shall also briefly refer to some of the Indian Christian theologians, who tried to use the concept of Saccidananda to articulate the doctrine of Trinity to Hindu mind.

To begin, it could be affirmed that both philosophical Hinduism and classical Christianity seem to be committed to the notion of the impassibility of God. The language employed by both these traditions to describe God is apophatic in nature. Thus, Sankara described the supreme reality as “not this, not this.” The concern that
God is beyond any description is the reason that led him to describe God in negative terms. We have seen that Christianity also employs apophatic qualifiers. Like classical Hinduism, they are meant to signify God’s perfection and to affirm the fact the God is beyond all human description. In Christianity, the apophatic theology of impassibility is used as an ontological term. It is meant to express God’s unlikeness to everything created, His transcendence and supremacy over all. However, in patristic negative theology, an affirmation of God’s impassibility is not intended to rule out all emotionally colored characteristics of God or God’s involvement in creation. But it is meant to affirm a creature-creator separation and/or distinction. Also, in a Christian concept of Trinity, although God is impassible, the supreme reality is personal, loving, compassionate, and has emotions in divine manner.

However, one fundamental difference between the Hindu and Christian concept of supreme reality is that, as Saccidananda stands for the trilogy of three attributes (sat, cit and ananda), the Christian tradition understands Trinity in terms of three distinct persons in the Godhead: the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. At this point, it is worthwhile to mention the effort of Brahmabandhab Updhyaya (1861–1907), a famous Indian Christian theologian who tried to relate Saccidananda with the Trinity. In his attempt, he equated God the Father to the Sat, the “is-ness” or I AM. The Cit, the wisdom or intelligence of Brahman, he equated with the Sophia and Logos and with the Word, by which the world was created, and specifically to God the Son, Christ. Finally, he equated Ananda or joy to the Holy Spirit, since it emphasizes one of the most characteristic aspects of God the Holy Spirit.

The main problem with this articulation is that Saccidananda (which is understood as a trilogy of three attributes of the Supreme unitary monad) cannot stand for the inner mystery of the Godhead existing in persons. Thus, assigning Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit to Sat-Cit-Ananda is to superimpose the Christian Trinitarian understanding on a Hindu concept that does not have the same categories to understand a supreme Godhead in three Persons yet united by one substance. Moreover, in classical Hinduism, personality is a limitation; thus applying it to the Godhead is to limit the Being who includes and excludes all that is. As Indian philosopher S. Radhakrishnan rightly notes: in classical Hinduism, “The personal God is a symbol, though the highest symbol of the true
living God. . . . The moment we reduce the Absolute to an object of worship, it becomes something less than the Absolute.”

Keshab Chandra Sen (1838–1884) was another noted Hindu theologian, but also a person well informed about Christianity who tried to relate both these concepts. Chandra Sen notes:

The Trinity of Christian Theology corresponds strikingly with the Saccidananda dananda of Hinduism. You have three conditions, three manifestation of Divinity. Yet there is one God, one Substance and three Phenomena. Not three Gods but one God. Whether alone, or manifest in the Son, or quickening humanity as the Holy Spirit, it is the same God, the same Deity, whose unity continues indivisible amid multiplicity of manifestation.

A careful analysis of Sen’s theology points towards a modalistic framework for his articulation. Words like “conditions and “manifestations” clearly point towards this. The Christian doctrine of Trinity does not understand Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as three manifestation of one Godhead, but rather three distinctive persons of one essence in the Trinity.

The soteriological implication embedded in the doctrine of Trinity in the Christian tradition is another feature that makes this doctrine different from Saccidananda. The doctrine of the Trinity is so fundamental to Christian orthodox because “To be saved it is necessary to know that God is Father, Son and Holy Spirit.” Although none of us can ever have an exhaustive knowledge about Trinity but “Still a distinct knowledge and confession of three persons is necessary for salvation.” In this regard, the Athanasian Creed asserts that “whoever desires to be saved must above all else hold the Catholic faith. Now this is the Catholic faith that we worship God in Trinity and Trinity in unity.” And adhering to a Trinitarian faith means to take the story of salvation seriously and to believe Jesus as true God and Savior and the only way to God and salvation. Hinduism does not find a soteriological implication in holding onto the trilogy of Saccidananda.

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has been to engage the Hindu concept of supreme reality as Saccidananda with the Christian concept of God as Trinity. Our discussion suggests that although both these concepts seems to bear some similarities still they are fundamentally different. However, this does not mean that these fundamentally different concepts can’t provide a common ground for a Hindu and a Christian to engage in conversation. Thus, a Christian who seeks to live out his calling in the right hand realm to clearly and intelligibly communicate God’s Word will certainly find that “The conception of Saccidananda cannot exhaustively define the nature of the Trinity. But when imaginatively used it could provide a stepping stone”
the understanding of the Christian doctrine.” Moreover, we can affirm that the Saccidananda understanding of ultimate reality certainly provides a mind prepared for a triune understanding of God and that Hindus are more open to a Christian explanation of God as Triune than Muslims or Western Unitarians. From a left hand perspective, where we are called to build bridges with our neighbors, a better understanding about our neighbors’ conception of God can help us to understand their world as we seek to cooperate with them for the common good of all.
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